Anatomical Variations in Condylar Shape and Symmetry: Study of 100 Patients
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Abstract: Anatomical knowledge of the TMJ is one of the foundations of clinical practice, allowing understanding pathological alterations, diagnostic evaluation through the resources of image diagnostics, and choice of appropriate therapeutic paths. Several studies show there are variations in shape and symmetry of condylar head. The aim of the study was to determine and classify the shape of condyle in different types, relating them to sex and symmetry in a series of orthopantomogram (OPG). The sample included 100-OPG from 14 to 45 years old, 52 males and 48 females. Shapes were classified, antero-posterior width and symmetry verified in this present study. Shapes were classified as rounded, angled, flattened and mixed types in the lateral views. Round type of condyle is more frequent than other varieties. Bilateral symmetry in shape and antero-posterior width is comparatively less common. No such sex predilection has been found in this present study for variations in shape and symmetry of condyle.
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1. Introduction

Anatomical knowledge of the TMJ is one of the foundations of clinical practice, allowing understanding pathological alterations, diagnostic evaluation through the resources of image diagnostics, and choice of appropriate therapeutic paths. Among the anatomic characteristics is the presence of an articular disk which guarantees geometrical adaptation between joint faces. This disk of dense connective tissue totally divides the joint cavity in upper compartment, where translational and lateral movements take place through sliding, and lower compartment, where rotational movement takes place. These two compartments are morphologically and functionally independent. The bone components of TMJ need careful study and understanding for the simple reason that changes in them imply functional disorders (temporomandibular disorders - TMD) and pain. The large topographical variability between the condyle and fossa is affected by the shape of the former which suffers changes due to bone remodeling. In the absence of condyle the fossa remains shallow, maintaining the characteristics found in a newborn. Several authors have discussed about various types of condyle and fossa shape different times without giving proper classification of condyle and fossa. A few authors have examined condyle and fossa morphology in computed tomography (CT) images obtained from patients with TMD and non-patients, describing four fossa shapes. Other authors have classified condyle in four types in lateral view – round, angled, flattened and mixed type (fig.1).

2. Material and Methods

The sample consist of 100 human orthopantomogram (14 to 45 year) among which 52 male and 48 female patients radiographs were evaluated. As the orthopantomogram shows the lateral view of the condyle, frequency of various type of condyle, presence of symmetry bilaterally width of condyle by means of antero-posterior dimension was studied.

Data collection include number of various types of condyle, their antero-posterior dimensions and bilateral symmetry of condyle in different patient.
3. Results

In 100 patient 200 condyle were studied thoroughly in orthopantomogram including shape, symmetry and antero-posterior width.
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41% of total condyle was round in shape (right- 25% & left-16%), followed by 28% angled type (right- 17%, left- 12%), 19% was flattened type (right- 5%, left- 14%) & 12% mixed (right- 4%, left- 8%) in shape (fig. 2,3).

The condyle was classified according to shape classification given by Ribeiro, Snaches, Alonso & Smith, in lateral view – rounded, angled, flattened & mixed. In orthopantomogram we also found this four type of condyles (fig.4) in antero-posterior view. As per our observation among this varieties rounded variety (41%) is more common than other varieties.

In our study most of the patients are within 20 to 35 years of age. We have found that the antero-posterior width vary between 13.03 mm to 12.32 mm. On comparison of bilateral condylar shape we have found only 35% of sample shows bilateral symmetry.

Rounded type is more prevalent than other varities and 29% of sample shown bilateral similarity of antero-posterior width of condyle. And we also found that bilateral symmetrical condyle is more common in female around 66% (fig. 5,6,7).
4. Discussion

Morphological knowledge of the temporomandibular joint (TMJ) is a tool for understanding development and growth, including phylogenetic aspects and the capacity for bone remodeling characteristic of the skeleton.(7). Topographic and shape variability found between the condyle and the mandibular fossa during development and in adulthood has stirred a need for research designed to systematize different shapes found. Condyle shape classification has been elaborated and argued(8)(5)(3) for decades by means of antero-posterior, superior and lateral view radiograph.

Shapes were classified by looking at structure in the orthopantomographic records obtained from our records of 100 patients. According to our study distribution of condylar shapes showed greater frequency of the rounded shape (41%) followed by angled (28%), flattened (19%) and mixed (12%) type respectively (fig. 4).

Several authors have studied the symmetry and non-symmetry of the isolated Condyle in the three views, yielding significant results for both structures in the lateral view, with predominance of non-symmetry for the mixed shape and of symmetry for the rounded shape(9)(10).

We have found that bilateral symmetry of condyle including shape and antero-posterior dimension is comparatively less frequent. We have found only 35% of total patient with bilateral shape symmetry of condyle whereas in 29% of total patients shows equal bilateral antero-posterior width of condyle. In this present study we found that bilaterally symmetrical condyle is more frequent in female subjects (66%) in compare to male subject.

5. Conclusion

Anatomical and neurophysiological disturbance in condylar architecture lead to altered neuromuscular balance of temporomandibular joint. Such alteration create temporomandibular dysfunction (TMD) with advancement of age. As per this study round type of condyle is more frequent among other condylar varieties. Most of the temporomandibular joint consist of non-symmetrical condyle. Our study consist of more amount of young and middle aged patient with such variation in condylar shape and symmetry. We can conclude that by fabricating some preventive TMJ care plan for such patients with bilateral asymmetric condyle, we can reduce the incidence of temporomandibular dysfunction in future with advancement of age. So that a thorough knowledge of temporomandibular joint anatomy, condylar variations and neurophysiology of joint can guide clinician in fabrication of proper preventive and curative measures for patients with temporomandibular joint problem.
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